BBA Photography Prize 2021

BBA Gallery in Berlin announces the open call for the BBA Photography Prize 2021. The BBA Photography Prize awards international photographers irrespective of their background with several Prizes incl. a solo show, cash prizes & more. The competition includes two exhibitions - one at Berlin Photo Week in August and one at Kühlhaus Berlin in October. Berlin Photo Week is a prestigious community event and industry fair. Kühlhaus Berlin is one of the city’s most favoured venues for cultural events.

The BBA Gallery want to nurture artistic growth by connecting creatives from around the world and give them and their work the opportunity to be seen and recognised for their artistry.

So whether you are a seasoned fine art photographer with an existing track-record, a promising talent at the beginning of your journey or simply super-enthusiastic about photography: The Photography Prize 2021 is a great opportunity to show your works to a broad public.

To ensure a high standard and an unbiased evaluation, a jury of experts will determine which
applicants get featured as part of the longlist, which photographs will be exhibited in August 2021 as part of Berlin Photo Week, whose works will be on display at the BBA group exhibition in October and which photographers ultimately get awarded with 1 of the 5 prizes – the 1st price including a solo show.

A jury of experts debates the entries and ensures an unbiased evaluation and high quality standard. Photographers can enter between 1-15 images and compete for 5 Prizes. The 1st, 2nd, 3rd Prize and the People’s Choice Award are awarding photographers for their visual excellence, storytelling, conceptual thinking, technical craftsmanship and subject depth over a series of works. The One Shot Award however is aimed at photo enthusiasts who can enter with one single image - their shot of a lifetime. BBA Gallery will feature the best applications through their social media profiles and website.

Please apply through the gallery’s website: https://bba-gallery.com/photography-prize

Apply early to participate at Berlin Photo Week

Entering early at the Photography Prize has its perks. How is that, you ask? Well, as a partner of Berlin Photo Week 2021, BBA Gallery will take part in the Berlin Photo Week in August. For your chance to be a part of this, be sure to enter the Photography Prize until 31 May.

Deadline for Berlin Photo Week participation: 31 May 2021

BBA Photography Prize exhibition & Award Show

The group show of the shortlisted photographers and the best entries for the One Shot Award will take place at the iconic Kühlschranke Berlin venue from October 27 till 31. One of the highlights will be the announcement of the prize winners.

Final Deadline: 12 September 2021
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